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causation. See causation
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gratuitous accumulative harms,
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injurious socioeconomic structures. See under
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182–184
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246, 248, 250–255
overdetermination and, 50, 51–53
prophetic literature, 244–245, 266
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and freedom, 263–264
restoration, principle of, 202–203
sedeq (righteousness), concept of, 34, 35,

269–270, 272
social sin, 222
subsidiarity, principle of, 274
theology of economic responsibility and,

243–250, 264
torts, restitution for, 244
wealth, biblical attitude toward, 245–248

blood diamonds, 116
Bonhoeffer, Dietrich, 53, 63
bounded rationality, 213–215, 270
brand owners, moral responsibility of, 127–131
Brazil, 196
Burma, 284
business ethics, lessons from, 280
“but for” or sine qua non test, 54, 78–80

Calabresi, Guido, 193
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carbon offset programs, 63, 65, 279, 284
cash-assistance programs, 184
Catholicism. See Roman Catholic Church
causation
accumulative harms, difficulty of tracing

causality of, 40, 60
Christian ethics lacking theory of, 268,

269–270
different degrees of, 123–124
duplicative or redundant causation, 48–49,

54–60. See also overdetermination
gratuitous accumulative harms,

precipitating, 158
intent to cause harm, 21–25, 42, 59
minuscule causal contribution, 48–49,

60–64. See also overdetermination
relative size of causal contributions, 124
second order, 125–126
significant causal contribution, complicity

through, 19
in tort law. See under tort law
wrongdoing, benefiting from and enabling,

121–126
“cause or mere condition?” test, 81–82, 84
“chain (or cone) of causation,” 77, 84, 85
charity (almsgiving), biblical ethics of. See under

biblical ethics
Chávez, César, 65, 279
child labor, 113, 184, 209
children in poor families, 184, 196–197
China, 119, 147, 148, 158, 169, 195, 197, 281
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analytical framework provided by, 267–268
anthropology of, 33, 271–275
on basis for accountability, 278
Bible. See biblical ethics
causation, lacking theory of, 268, 269–270
church statements on. See church statements

on economic life
community, understanding of, 33, 51–53, 271
on consumption disexternalities, 159–160
contributions specific to, 267–278, 285
divine gift, economic security as, 200–202
due care, concept of, 199–200
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faith and reason, interaction of, 268, 269–270
gratuitous accumulative harms, precipitating,

159–164
human goods, trade-offs between, 35
human rights, use of, 34
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221–224, 229, 230
interdisciplinary approach to, 268–269
on investment disexternalities, 161–164
justice in, 272, 275
lending practices, early antipathy toward,

162–163
material cooperation, expansion of concept of,

276–277
merchants and commerce, early antipathy

toward, 161–162
on object of accountability, 277
overdetermination, problem of, 49–54
pecuniary externalities, importance of dealing

with, 199–203
on production disexternalities, 160–161
Protestant statements on economic life, 31–33,

223, 250, 252–254
restoration, principle of, 202–203
Roman Catholic statements on economic life,

31, 33, 36, 159, 221, 223
scholastic principles. See scholastic principles of

market complicity
secular law and philosophy and. See under

secular law and philosophy
sin, notion of, 50
on subjects of accountability, 277
systematic application of, need for, 2–3
theology of economic responsibility. See

theology of economic responsibility
wrongdoing, accountability for benefiting from

and enabling, 101–103, 112–113, 115, 145
church statements on economic life

Protestant statements, 31–33, 223, 250,
252–254. See also specific denominations

Roman Catholic statements, 31, 33, 36, 159, 221,
223, 254–255, 266. See also Roman
Catholic Church

theology of economic responsibility and, 248,
250–255, 264

climate change, 44, 48, 79, 158, 208
collective consequentialism, 57
collective context, individual action within

accumulative harms resulting from, 46
gratuitous accumulative harms, precipitating, 157
I–We problem, 21
injurious socioeconomic structures due to, 219,

220, 228–230

nature of market complicity and, 25
overdetermination, 59, 62, 64
in theology of economic responsibility, 236

collective harms, complicity in, 20–21
coltan, 116
commerce

early Christian antipathy toward merchants,
161–162

non-reciprocal risk in free trade arrangements,
189, 191

commodification of human persons, 114, 209, 212
common law, 185, 280
commons, problem of, 59, 208, 211
communications revolution. See globalization/

information revolution and market
complicity

community, Christian understanding of, 33,
51–53, 271

Community Reinvestment Act, 212
comparative advantage, 195–196
compensation principle, 204
competition, market circumstances reducing,

210, 212
Complicity: Ethics and Law for a Collective Age

(Kutz, 2000), 19–21
complicity in market economics. See market

complicity
complicity principle, 21, 22, 38, 47
computer software and hardware, as network

externality, 216
“cone (or chain) of causation,” 77, 84, 85
Confucian values, 281
consequentialism and overdetermination,

56–58, 61
consumers/customers. See also individuals and

individual responsibility
network externalities and, 217
residual market obligations, power to

address, 279
sweatshops, moral responsibility for, 130–131,

139–143
wrongdoing, consumer power over, 108–111

consumption disexternalities, 147–149, 159–160,
168–169, 171–172, 237

contingent (dispensable) cooperation, 13
contributory negligence, 97, 98, 183–184, 192,

269–270
control principle, 20
cooperation with evil, 11–14

analytical framework provided by, 267–268
coordinate agents or co-principals, 11
formal cooperation, 12
immediate versus mediate cooperation, 12
indispensable (necessary) versus dispensable

(contingent) cooperation, 13
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Liguori’s thesis of, 11, 14
limitations of concept, 27–28
material cooperation, 12
mere cooperators, 11
proximate versus remote cooperation, 13
secular legal and philosophical concept of

complicity, linking, 276
unjust versus unlawful cooperation, 13

corrective justice, 186–194
cost-efficiency in tort law, 90
cotton farming in India, 188
credit. See lending practices
credit default swaps. See global financial crisis
customers. See consumers/customers

damages, apportionment of, 56–58
Danish response to Final Solution, 63
demand side economics

economic viability of wrongdoer,
strengthening, 106–108

end users/consumers, moral responsibility of,
130–131

importance of, 107
retail chains and brand owners, moral

responsibility of, 130–131
diagnostic framework for analyzing market

complicity, 92–95
dialogical theories of responsibility, 235,

237–238
diamonds

blood diamonds, 116
water-diamond paradox, 208

dietary abuses and obesity, 116, 153, 209, 284
Digital Age. See globalization/information

revolution and market complicity
dignity, human, 269–270
direct connection between actions and

effects, 76
directly voluntary acts, 25
discrimination, 210, 212
disexternalities. See externalities; pecuniary

externalities
dispensable (contingent) cooperation, 13
dispersion principle, 48
distribution of market outcomes, 43–45
distributive justice, theory of, 227
divine gift, economic security as, 200–202
division and specialization of labor, 41
double effect, principle of. See principle of double

effect
Dresden bombing crews, 20–21, 22, 24, 42, 219
due care, Christian concept of, 199–200
duplicative causation, 48–49, 54–60. See also

overdetermination
Dworkin, R., 227

East Asian economic miracles, 197, 281
economic complicity. See market complicity
Economic Compulsion and Christian Ethics

(Barrera, 2005), xi
economic responsibility, theology of. See theology

of economic responsibility
economic theory
atomized market participants as price-takers,

42, 64–66
bounded rationality, 213–215, 270
compensation principle, 204
demand side. See demand side economics
human capital development, 195–198
on injurious socioeconomic structures,

213–220
network externalities, 215–217
obligation to initiate change in, 220–221
on overdetermination, 64–66
path dependency, 217–220, 269–270
pecuniary externalities, instrumental approach

of neoclassical economics to, 194–199
risk avoidance, 198–199, 269–270
Smith’s “invisible hand,” 30, 39, 40, 44,

46, 64
supply side

economic viability of wrongdoer,
strengthening, 106

moral responsibilities of input markets,
135–139

wrongdoing, accountability for benefiting from
and enabling, 104–111

Elizabeth of Hungary, 2, 102, 266
enabling wrongdoing. See wrongdoing, benefiting

from and enabling
energy use, 147–149, 158, 169
English language, as network externality, 215
“enough and as good,” 224, 270
Enron, 12–13
Episcopalians, 253
equity issues, 188–190, 208, 212
evangelicals and fundamentalists, 31, 254
evil, cooperation with. See cooperation

with evil
explanatory versus attributive queries, 85
exploitation, market tendency toward, 209
exploitative almsgiving, 248–250
extensification and intensification of both power

and responsibility in modern world,
257–259, 282–283

externalities, 146–147
moral/non-pecuniary, 206. See also injurious

socioeconomic structures
network, 215–217
pecuniary. See pecuniary externalities
technical, 146, 186, 187
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Fair Trade initiatives, 63, 65, 187, 217, 238,
279, 284

fairness, Rawls on justice as, 6, 164–165, 194,
227, 270

faith and reason, interaction of, 268, 269–270
Falwell, Jerry, 31
familial understanding of human community, 33,

51–53
fault liability, 272
Feinberg, Joel, 165–166, 174, 181, 185, 228, 284
food abuses and obesity, 116, 153, 209, 284
food prices, global rise in, 147–149, 169
force majeure, 166
forensic nature of responsibility, 261
foreseeability issues, 97, 169–171
formal cooperation, 12
framework for analyzing market complicity,

92–95
free trade arrangements, non-reciprocal risk in,

189, 191
freedom-limiting principle of harm to others,

36–37, 165–166
freedom, power, and responsibility, relationship

between, 255–264
fundamentalists and evangelicals, 31, 254

The Gap, 111, 129
general justice, 132, 137, 173, 229, 269–270, 274
genocide, murder in context of, 25, 46, 59, 157
Gill, Robin, xi
global financial crisis (2008–2009)

accumulative harms, concept of, 44
expansion of what constitutes complicity to

include, 280
gratuitous accumulative harms, precipitating,

150–152, 153, 155, 168, 173–174, 175, 176
interdependent agencies, 76, 80
overdetermination, 61
pecuniary externalities, failure to address,

179, 191
global rise in food prices, 147–149, 169
global warming, 44, 48, 79, 158, 208
globalization/information revolution and market

complicity
gratuitous accumulative harms, precipitating,

147, 176
injurious socioeconomic structures and, 220
intensification and extensification of both

power and responsibility resulting from,
257–259, 282–283

pecuniary externalities, necessity of attending
to, 190–191, 195

relationship between, 3–4
wrongdoing, benefiting from and enabling,

110–111

Good Samaritan laws, 77
goods, trade-offs between, 35
government policies, “race to the bottom”

on, 210
Gowri, A., 210
Grameen Bank, 108, 212
grape industry, migrant workers in, 63, 65, 279
gratuitous accumulative harms, precipitating, 5,

146–176
basis for accountability, 158–171
causal contribution, establishing, 158
in Christian ethics, 159–164
in secular and legal philosophy, 164–171

externalities as. See externalities; pecuniary
externalities

foreseeability, 169–171
interlocking nature of benefits and burdens of

market, 174–175
object of accountability, 146–158
PDE, 158, 174, 176
risk creation, 167–169
soft complicities differentiated from,

156–158
subjects of accountability, 171–175
tort law and. See under tort law
unavoidable versus gratuitous harms,

defining, 146
wrongdoing, differentiated from, 154, 156

Gregory of Nazianzus, 161

hard complicity, 5, 97–99, 236, 250, 252–254. See
also gratuitous accumulative harms,
precipitating; wrongdoing, benefiting
from and enabling

Häring, Bernard, 275
Harsanyi, John, 57–58, 64
Hart, H. L. A., 82
Hauerwas, Stanley, 234
Hechsher–Olin model, 189
high occupancy vehicle traffic lanes, 57
higher-order moral culpability, 139–143
Himmler, Heinrich, 62
Hitler, Adolf, 53, 62, 63
Holocaust/Final Solution, 61–64
Honoré, Tony, 82, 167
housing bubble, 2005–2008. See global

financial crisis
Howarth, David, 82
human capital development, importance of,

195–198
human community, Christian understanding of,

33, 51–53, 271
human dignity, 269–270
human goods, trade-offs between, 35
human nature. See anthropology
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human rights
Christian use of, 34
injurious socioeconomic structures, duty to

mitigate, 225–226
liberty-limiting principle of harm to others,

36–37, 165–166
positive and negative, 225, 226

I–Thou encounters, 237, 238
I–We problem, 21. See also collective context,

individual action within
immediate cooperation, 12
India, 147, 148, 158, 188, 195, 196
indirectly voluntary acts, 25
indispensable (necessary) cooperation, 13
individual difference principle, 19, 38, 47
individuals and individual responsibility. See also

consumers/customers
accumulative harms
aggregate harms innocuous at individual

level, 39–40
individual economic agents, 42–44
individual responsibility for, 38
mediation of individual economic agency, 41

biblical ethics, individual responsibility in,
243–244

collective context, individual action within, 25,
46, 59, 62, 64, 157, 219, 220, 228–230, 236

price-takers, individuals as, 42, 64–66
tort law, problems of imputing individual

culpability in, 73
inducing others to commit harm, 76
infant-industry argument, 107
information revolution. See globalization/

information revolution and market
complicity

injurious socioeconomic structures, 6, 206–230
amorality of market on its own, 207, 211
basis for accountability, 213–228
in Christian ethics, 221–224, 230
in economic theory, 213–220
in secular law and philosophy, 224–228

bounded rationality, 213–215, 270
in Christian ethics, 221–224, 229, 230
collective context, individual action within,

219, 220, 228–230
commodification of any good or service,

209, 212
competition, market circumstances reducing,

210, 212
discrimination, 210, 212
distributive justice, theory of, 227
equity issues, 208, 212
exploitation, 209
extra-market efforts to mitigate, 211–213

fundamental needs, purchasing power as only
means of fulfilling, 207

human rights and, 225–226
intergenerational inequities, 208
Locke on “enough and as good,” 224, 270
market failures, 211
as moral/non-pecuniary externalities, 206
needs versus wants, failure of market to

distinguish, 208
network externalities, 215–217
object of accountability, 206–213
obligation to initiate change/prevent harm,

220–221, 229
path dependency, 217–220, 269–270
PDE and, 213
poverty traps, 210
price versus value, failure of market to

distinguish, 208
quasi-participatory intent in unstructured

harms, 219
“race to the bottom” on government policies, 210
regressive dispensation of burdens and benefits,

207, 212
subjects of accountability, 228–230
tort law, assignment of responsibility in, 230

input markets. See supply side economics
integrated ethic of responsibility, 235, 241
intensification and extensification of both power

and responsibility in modern world,
257–259, 282–283

intent to cause harm, 21–25, 42, 59
interdependent agencies, 5, 70–91
global financial crisis (2008–2009) and, 76, 80
Mill on, 81–82, 85, 90
PDE and, 72
problem of, 47, 70–72
tort jurisprudence as means of addressing. See

tort law
intergenerational inequities, 208
interlocking benefits and burdens of market, 44,

71, 115–117, 174–175
intervening events in tort law, 83–85
investing, socially responsible (SRI), 65, 106, 116,

137–138, 143–144, 279
investment disexternalities, 149–152, 161–164, 168,

173–174, 237
“invisible hand,” 30, 39, 40, 44, 46, 64
Isaacs, Tracy, 24, 46, 59, 62, 64, 157
ivory poaching, 116

J. C. Penney, 121, 122, 125, 126, 129
Jägerstätter, Franz, 63
Japan, 150, 169, 195, 197
John XXIII (pope), 159
John Chrysostom, 2, 102–103, 160, 266
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John Paul II (pope), 266
Jonas, Hans, 238–241, 243, 256–259, 262, 263, 264
Jubilee law, 202
just-use obligation, 159–160, 163, 269–270, 274
justice as fairness, Rawls on, 6, 164–165, 194,

227, 270
justice in Christian ethics, 272, 275

Kadish, Sanford, 18–19
Kant, Immanuel

pecuniary externalities and, 137, 189
in synthesis of ethics on market complicity,

234, 269–270, 272
theology of economic responsibility and,

236, 237
on wrongdoing, 112

Kaveny, M. Cathleen, 102
Kissell, Judith Lee, 22
Kmart, 140–143
Kristof, Nicholas, 108
Kutz, Christopher

on accumulative harms, 39, 46
on basis for accountability, 285
cooperation of evil and complicity, linking

concepts of, 276
injurious socioeconomic structures and, 219
on nature of market complicity, 19–21, 22, 23,

24–25
on overdetermination, 59, 60, 62, 64
on standard accountability principles, 94
wrongdoing, benefiting from and enabling,

127, 136, 137, 138

labor market
human capital development, importance of,

195–198
specialization and division of labor, 41

Laborum Exercens, 266
law and philosophy. See secular law and

philosophy
legitimate material cooperation. See cooperation

with evil
Lehman Brothers, 76
lending practices

ancient Hebrew and early Christian antipathy
toward, 162–163

decline of standards. See global financial crisis
injurious socioeconomic structure, as part of,

207, 209
micro-lending, 65, 108, 212

Leo XIII (pope), 159, 275
liability, legal categories of, 272
liberation theology, 221
liberty-limiting principle of harm to others,

36–37, 165–166

Liguori, Alphonsus, 11, 14
limited-goods nature of biblical economies, 246,

248, 250–255
Locke, John, 164, 224, 270
Lutheran Church, 253

MacDonald’s, 116, 173
malum in se, 98
market complicity, 11–29

accumulative harms. See accumulative harms
amorality of market on its own, 207, 211
Christian ethics and. See Christian ethics
in collective harms, 20–21
conceptual tools and problems associated with,

summary of, 91–92
as cooperation with evil. See cooperation with

evil
defining limits of moral obligation for, 3
diagnostic framework for analyzing, 92–95
extent and significance of, 1–2
globalization and, 3–4
gratuitous harms. See gratuitous accumulative

harms, precipitating
hard complicity, 5, 97–99, 236, 250,

252–254. See also gratuitous accumulative
harms, precipitating; wrongdoing,
benefiting from and enabling

importance of understanding, 3, 9
intent to cause harm, 21–25, 42, 59
interdependence. See interdependent agencies
interdisciplinary approach to, 268–269
moral complicity versus material cooperation,

25–27
multiple usages of concept, 22–23
nature of, 4, 11–29, 278–279
overdetermination of. See overdetermination
PDE. See principle of double effect
pecuniary externalities. See pecuniary

externalities
scholastic principles of. See scholastic principles

of market complicity
scope of study of, 28–29
in secular law and philosophy. See secular law

and philosophy
significant causal contribution, complicity

through, 19
socioeconomic structures. See injurious

socioeconomic structures
soft complicity, 5, 97–99, 156–158, 236–237,

247. See also injurious socioeconomic
structures; pecuniary externalities

synthesis of ethics of. See synthesis of ethics of
market complicity

theology of responsibility for. See theology of
economic responsibility
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tort law as means of addressing, 72–75. See also
tort law

typology of, 5, 97–99
unstructured harms, quasi-participatory intent

in. See quasi-participatory intent in
unstructured harms

wrongdoing. See wrongdoing, benefiting from
and enabling

market failures, 211
market outcomes, distribution of, 43–45
Marx, Karl, 227
mass transit, 57, 218
material cooperation, 12, 25–27, 276–277, 281
Medellin Bishops’ Conference, 221
mediate cooperation, 12
merchants and commerce, early Christian

antipathy toward, 161–162
metaphysics, Aristotelean–Thomistic, 54,

241–243, 263, 264, 272
Methodists, 252
micro-lending, 65, 108, 212
Microsoft PC operating system, as network

externality, 216
migrant workers, 63, 65, 116, 191, 279
Mill, John Stuart

on accumulative harms, 36
gratuitous accumulative harms, precipitating,

165–166
interdependent agencies and, 81–82,

85, 90
liberty-limiting principle of harm to others,

36–37, 165–166
overdetermination and, 55
pecuniary externalities, failure to attend to,

181, 185
wrongdoing, enabling and benefiting from,

5, 123
minuscule causal contribution, 48–49,

60–64. See also overdetermination
monopolies, market circumstances encouraging,

210, 212
moral ambiguity in market economics, 259–261
moral blameworthiness versus legal liability,

66–67
moral complicity versus material cooperation,

25–27
moral focus of theories of responsibility, 234–238
moral mathematics and overdetermination,

56–58, 61
moral responsibility for benefiting from/enabling

wrongdoing, 126–144
morality of market, ongoing struggle to shape,

281–282
Morgan Stanley, 151
Morris, Herbert, 75

Nazi Germany, 53, 63, 118
necessary (indispensable) cooperation, 13
“necessary element in a set of jointly sufficient

conditions” (NESS) test, 55–56, 83,
122–123, 124, 125, 131–135

necessity of market participation, 43
needs versus wants, failure of market to

distinguish, 208
negative and positive human rights, 225, 226
negative duty in hard complicity, 99
NESS. See “necessary element in a set of jointly

sufficient conditions” test
Nestlé boycott, 63, 65, 217, 220, 279
network externalities, 215–217
NGOs. See non-governmental organizations
Niebuhr, H. Richard, 221, 235
Nike, 111
non-governmental organizations (NGOs), 65, 211,

212, 230
non-reciprocal risk, 190–193

obesity and dietary abuses, 116, 153, 209, 284
object of accountability
accumulative harms as. See accumulative harms
Christian ethics on, 277
in gratuitous accumulative harms, 146–158
in injurious socioeconomic structures, 206–213
pecuniary externalities, failure to address,

177–180
in theology of economic responsibility,

261–264
in wrongdoing. See under wrongdoing,

benefiting from and enabling
occasioning harm, tort law on, 166–167
Oderberg, David, 70
omission as cause of harm, 77
ontology and theology of economic responsibility,

238–243, 263
organic food movement, 284
output markets. See demand side economics
overdetermination, 5, 48–69
absolute responsibility, concept of, 61
act versus rule utilitarianism, 57–58, 64
in Christian ethics, 49–54
collective context, individual action within, 59
consequentialism or moral mathematics,

56–58, 61
distinction of Christian ethics and secular law

and philosophy on, 68, 271
duplicative or redundant causation, 48–49,

54–60
in economic theory, 64–66
human community, Christian understanding

of, 51–53
metaphysics, Aristotelean–Thomistic, 54
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overdetermination (cont.)
Mill’s notion of cause, 55
minuscule causal contribution, 48–49, 60–64
moral blameworthiness versus legal liability,

66–67
NESS test, 55–56
problem of, 40, 47, 72
in secular law and philosophy, 54–64
tort law, apportionment of damages in, 56–58
virtue theory, Aristotelean–Thomistic, 49–51

overfishing, 48, 67, 208
Oxford Declaration on Christian Faith and

Economics (1990), 32, 33, 35, 254

palm oil, 116
Palsgraf v. Long Island Railroad Company (1928),

74–75, 78, 86
parallel acts principle, 48
Pareto optimality or Pareto efficiency, 204
Parfit, Derek, 56, 60, 61, 64, 170
Parker, Joseph Clinton, 23
participation in market, necessity of, 43
path dependency, 217–220, 269–270
Patristics. See specific Church Fathers,

e.g. Tertullian
patronage, biblical critique of, 248–250
Paul VI (pope), 266
PC operating system, as network externality, 216
PDE. See principle of double effect
pecuniary externalities

adverse effects of, 178–179
common features of, 153
consumption disexternalities, 147–149,

159–160, 168–169, 171–172, 237
defined and differentiated from technical

externalities, 186
failure to deal with, 6, 177–205
basis for accountability. See under basis for

accountability
Christian ethics on, 199–203
contributory negligence, 97, 98, 183–184,

192, 269–270
corrective justice, concept of, 186–194
divine gift, economic security as, 200–202
due care, concept of, 199–200
equity issues (benefiting at the expense of

others), 188–190
human capital development, importance of,

195–198
instrumental approach of neoclassical

economics to, 194–199
non-reciprocal risk, 190–193
object of accountability regarding, 177–180
reasons against moral accountability for,

182–184

reasons in favor of moral accountability for,
184–199

restoration, principle of, 202–203
risk avoidance, 198–199, 269–270
risk distribution, 193–194
subjects of accountability, 203–204
“to the consenting, no injury is done,” legal

principle of, 182–183, 192
underpricing, 186–188

investment disexternalities, 149–152, 161–164,
168, 173–174, 237

production disexternalities, 152–155, 160–161,
172–173, 237

severe adverse pecuniary externalities, what
constitutes, 180–182

social security nets for, 181, 186–188
unavoidable versus gratuitous, 147

Perkinson, James, 253
philosophy. See secular law and philosophy
Pogge, Thomas, 225–226
pollution, 22, 37, 49, 58, 154, 156, 157–158, 186, 189
poor families, children in, 184, 196–197
Populorum Progressio, 266
positive and negative human rights, 225, 226
positive duty in soft complicity, 99
poverty, moral duty to alleviate, 225–226
poverty traps, 184, 193, 210, 212, 218
power, responsibility, and freedom, relationship

between, 255–264
predatory lending. See lending practices
preemptive causes in tort law, 84
Presbyterian Church, 223, 253
preventability issues, 97
price systems and price changes, 177–180
price-takers, individuals as, 42, 64–66
price versus value, failure of market to

distinguish, 208
principals’ responsibility for agents’ actions, 129
principle of double effect (PDE), 14–18, 27–28

analytical framework provided by, 267–268
compatibility of Christian ethics and secular

law and philosophy, 270
gratuitous accumulative harms, precipitating,

158, 174, 176
injurious socioeconomic structures, duty to

ameliorate, 213
interdependent agencies and, 72
moral ambiguity, Schweiker’s treatment of, 260
pecuniary externalities, due care in dealing

with, 199–200
in secular law and philosophy, 281
in typology of market complicity, 98
wrongdoing, benefiting from and enabling, 117,

127, 130–131, 135, 138, 142, 145
prisoners’ dilemma, 57, 59, 211
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probable consequence test, 170
problem of the commons, 59, 208, 211
production disexternalities, 152–155, 160–161,

172–173, 237
prophetic biblical literature, 244–245, 266
Prosser, William, 58–59, 60, 170
prostitution and human trafficking, 106, 108,

113, 209
Protestant statements on economic life, 31–33,

223, 250, 252–254. See under specific
denominations

proximate cause in tort law, 85–87, 90
proximate cooperation, 13
public goods, concept of, 198
public transit, 57, 218

quasi-participatory intent in unstructured harms
accumulative harms, problem of, 39, 46
concept of, 23–25
injurious socioeconomic structures and, 219
linking concepts of cooperation of evil and

complicity, 276
overdetermination and, 59, 62, 64

QWERTY keyboard, as network externality, 216

“race to the bottom” on government policies, 210
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations

Act, 127
rationality, bounded, 213–215, 270
Rawls, John, 6, 164–165, 194, 227, 269–270
reason and faith, interaction of, 268, 269–270
reciprocity of risk, 183
redundant causation, 48–49, 54–60. See also

overdetermination
Reformed Church, 254
relative scarcity, 208
remote cooperation, 13
Rerum Novarum, 159
responsibility, theology of. See theology of

economic responsibility
restoration, principle of, 202–203
retail chains, moral responsibility of, 127–131
righteousness (sedeq), 34, 35, 269–270, 272
rights language. See human rights
risk avoidance, 198–199, 269–270
risk creation, 167–169
risk distribution, 193–194
risk, non-reciprocal, 190–193
risk, reciprocity of, 183
Robertson, Pat, 31
Roman Catholic Church

economic life, statements on, 31, 33, 36, 159, 221,
223, 254–255, 266

Second Vatican Council, 36, 247, 255
social teaching of, 159

Roover, Raymond de, 162
rule utilitarianism, 57–58, 64

Sacred Scripture. See biblical ethics
Saipan sweatshops. See sweatshops
Sartre, Jean-Paul, 63, 64
savings and thrift, paradox of, 61–64
scarcity, relative, 208
scholastic principles of market complicity
on commerce and merchants, 162
cooperation with evil. See cooperation with evil
general justice, 132, 137, 173, 229, 269–270, 274
limitations of, 27–28, 72
PDE. See principle of double effect
tort law enriching, 88

Schweiker, William
on anthropology of responsibility, 263
Aristotelean–Thomistic metaphysics and, 243
on extensification and intensification of power

and responsibility, 257–259
integrated ethic of responsibility of, 235, 241
Jonas, building on, 240–241, 264
moral realism of, 259–260
ontology of, 240–241
on typology of theories of responsibility,

233, 234
scripture. See biblical ethics
second order causation, 125–126
Second Vatican Council, 36, 247, 255
secular law and philosophy
Christian ethics

compatibility with, 268, 269–270
distinction from, 271–275
expansion of secular tradition by, 281
linking concepts of cooperation of evil and

complicity, 276
common law, 185, 280
contributory negligence, legal principle of, 97,

98, 183–184, 192, 269–270
gratuitous accumulative harms, precipitating,

164–171
on harm to others, 36–37
on injurious socioeconomic structures,

224–228
interdisciplinary approach to, 268–269
liability, legal categories of, 272
moral blameworthiness versus legal liability,

66–67
nature of market complicity in, 18–27
overdetermination in, 54–64
PDE, use of, 281
principals’ responsibility for agents’ actions, 129
on responsibility, 233–238
synthesis of. See under synthesis of ethics of

market complicity
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secular law and philosophy (cont.)
“to the consenting, no injury is done,” legal

principle of, 182–183, 192
tort law. See tort law
wrongdoing, accountability for benefiting from

and enabling, 103–104, 112
sedeq (righteousness), 34, 35, 269–270, 272
Sen, Amartya K., 207, 227
sensus fidei, 255
shareholder complicity, 21
significant causal contribution, complicity

through, 19
sin, Christian notion of, 50
sine qua non or “but for” test, 54, 78–80
Singapore, 197
slavery and abolition, 2, 118, 209, 220, 266, 279
Smiley, Marion, 234, 237
Smith, Adam, 39, 40, 41, 44, 46, 64
Smith, Jeremiah, 80
social entrepreneurship, 65
social networking, 65
social security nets, 181, 186–188, 212
“social sin,” concept of, 221–224, 270
social teaching of Roman Catholic Church, 159
social theories of responsibility, 234, 236
socialization, principle of, 137, 173, 229, 269–270
socially responsible investing (SRI), 65, 106, 116,

137–138, 143–144, 279
socioeconomic structures, injurious. See injurious

socioeconomic structures
soft complicity, 5, 97–99, 156–158, 236–237,

247. See also injurious socioeconomic
structures; pecuniary externalities

solidarity, principle of, 269–270
South Africa, apartheid in, 65, 220, 279
South Korea, 195, 197
Soviet-style economies, failure of, 177, 181
specialization and division of labor, 41
SRI. See socially responsible investing
Stolper–Samuelson theorem, 189
strict liability, 273
strong theories of responsibility, 234
subjects of accountability

Christian ethics on, 277
gratuitous accumulative harms, precipitating,

171–175
injurious socioeconomic structures, 228–230
interdependence of. See interdependent

agencies
pecuniary externalities, failure to deal with,

203–204
wrongdoing. See under wrongdoing, benefiting

from and enabling
subprime lending. See global financial crisis
subsequent harm, occasioning, 76

subsidiarity, principle of, 269–270, 274, 281
substantial factor test, 80–81
superfluous income criterion, 159–160, 163
supply side economics

economic viability of wrongdoer,
strengthening, 106

moral responsibilities of input markets, 135–139
sweatshops, 13

economic terrain of, 121
end users/consumers of goods of, 130–131,

139–143
expansion of what constitutes complicity to

include, 279
goods and services, suppliers of, 136–137
grassroots power to protest, 279
gratuitous accumulated harms,

precipitating, 156
higher-order moral culpability for, 139–143
injurious socioeconomic structures leading

to, 209
investors and bondholders in, 137–138
lobbyists, labor recruiters, and government

overseers involved with, 138–139
marketing and, 124
nature of harm inflicted by, 120
network externalities affecting, 217
overdetermination, 63, 65
retail chains and brand owners working with,

127–131, 139–143
serial subcontracting in, 128
theories of economic responsibility and, 235
typology of market-mediated complicity and, 98
wrongdoing, benefiting from and enabling,

106, 108, 111, 112, 119–144
synergistic nature of market outcomes, 44
synthesis of ethics of market complicity, 6,

266–285
analytical framework, 267–268
anthropology, value of Christian perspective

on, 271–275
business ethics, lessons from, 280
Christian ethics, contributions specific to,

267–278, 285
expansion of what constitutes complicity by,

279–280
faith and reason, interaction of, 268, 269–270
interdisciplinary approach to, 268–269
linking concepts of cooperation of evil and

complicity, 276
morality of market, ongoing struggle to shape,

281–282
morally problematic nature of complicity,

addressing fundamentals of, 280
nature of market complicity, 278–279
overdetermination, 68, 271
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secular law and philosophy
compatibility of Christian ethics and, 268,

269–270
contribution of study to, 278–282
distinction of Christian ethics and, 271–275
expansion of, using Christian ethical

principles, 281
in theology of economic responsibility, 277

Taiwan, 195, 197
Target, 122, 125, 126, 129
techne, Jonas on, 238–241, 256–257
technical externalities, 146, 186, 187
temperance, as Christian virtue, 160
Tertullian, 161, 247
theology of economic responsibility, 6, 233–265

agential theories of responsibility, 234, 236
in biblical ethics, 243–250, 264. See also biblical

ethics
church statements on economic life, 248,

250–255, 264
dialogical theories of responsibility, 235,

237–238
extensification and intensification of both

power and responsibility, 257–259
forensic nature of responsibility, 261
individual responsibility, biblical warrant for,

243–244
integrated ethic of responsibility, 235, 241
Jonas on, 238–241, 243, 256–259, 262, 263, 264
moral ambiguity, dealing with, 259–261
moral focus of theories of responsibility,

234–238
object of responsibility, 261–264
ontology and, 238–243, 263
power, responsibility, and freedom,

relationship between, 255–264
Schweiker on. See Schweiker, William
secular law and philosophy, responsibility in,

233–238
social theories of responsibility, 234, 236
strong and weak theories of responsibility, 234
synthesis of ethics of market complicity in, 277
types of economic responsibility, 233

Thomas Aquinas
on commerce and merchants, 162
metaphysics of, 54, 241–243, 263, 264, 272
ontology of, 241–243, 263, 264
on PDE, 14
rational social animals, human beings defined

as, 259
on superfluous income criterion, 159–160
virtue theory of, 49–51

thrift and savings, paradox of, 61–64
Tillich, Paul, 234

“to the consenting, no injury is done,” 182–183, 192
Tobin Tax, 175
tomato industry, migrant workers in, 63
tort law
“active force” test, 81
adaptation of, 89–91
apportionment of damages in, 56–58
biblical ethics, restitution for torts in, 244
“but for” or sine qua non test, 54, 78–80
causation in, 75–85

admissible causes, 76–77
“chain (or cone) of causation” concept, 77,

84, 85
difficulty of pinning down, 88
factual causation, tests for ascribing, 77–83
intervening events, 83–85
preemptive cause, 84
proximate cause, 85–87, 90

“cause or mere condition?” test, 81–82, 84
Christian ethics, compatibility with, 268,

269–270
clarity, precision and consistency required in, 73
commonsensical rules and principles, use of,

73, 88
complexity of, 74
cost-efficiency in, 90
foreseeability, 169–171
gratuitous accumulative harms, precipitating

foreseeability, 169–171
occasioning harm, 166–167
risk creation, 167–169

individual culpability, problems of imputing, 73
injurious socioeconomic structures, assignment

of responsibility for, 230
lessons learned from, 87–91
market complicity, as means of addressing, 72–75
NESS test, 55–56, 83
non-causal issues, need to consider, 89
non-reciprocal risk, 190–193
on occasioning harm, 166–167
purpose of, 72
reciprocity of risk, 183
risk avoidance, 198–199, 269–270
risk creation, 167–169
risk distribution, 193–194
scholastic principles enriched by, 88
substantial factor test, 80–81
value-laden nature of, 73, 89

trade
early Christian antipathy toward merchants,

161–162
non-reciprocal risk in free trade arrangements,

189, 191
Trimiew, Darryl, 201
typology of market complicity, 5, 97–99
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Ukraine, 195
underpricing in technical and pecuniary

externalities, 186–188
Uniform Commercial Code, 42
unintended versus intended harms, 21–25
United Church of Christ, 33, 252
United Methodist Church, 252
universal destination of the gift of the earth,

principle of, 247
unjust cooperation, 13
unlawful cooperation, 13
Unocal, 284
unstructured harms, quasi-participatory intent in.

See quasi-participatory intent in
unstructured harms

US dollar, as network externality, 215
utilitarianism, act versus rule, 57–58, 64

value versus price, failure of market to
distinguish, 208

Vatican Council II, 36, 247, 255
Villars Statement on Relief and Development (1987),

32, 33
virtue theory, Aristotelean–Thomistic, 49–51
voluntary acts, direct or indirect, 25
von Braun, Wernher, 118

Wal-Mart, 42, 109, 111, 129, 172–173, 178
wants versus needs, failure of market to

distinguish, 208
water-diamond paradox, 208
weak theories of responsibility, 234
wealth, biblical attitude toward, 245–248
Wealth of Nations (Smith, 1776), 40, 41
Weber, Max, 32
welfare interests, concept of, 37, 104, 181
Wesley, John, 2, 160, 199–200, 266

Wilberforce, William, 220
Williams, Garrath, 282
Wogaman, J. Philip, 275
World Trade Organization (WTO), China’s

admission to, 119
wrongdoing, benefiting from and enabling, 5,

101–145
basis for accountability, 5, 101–145
in Christian ethics, 101–103
economic viability of wrongdoer,

strengthening, 106–108
in economics, 104–111
marketplace, enabling wrongful use of,

105–106
in secular law and philosophy, 103–104

Christian ethics on, 101–103, 112–113, 115, 145
consumer power regarding, 108–111
object of accountability, 112–119
interlocking harms and benefits, 115–117
past wrongdoing, benefiting from, 117–119
socially tolerated harmful activities,

113–115
unequivocal economic wrongdoing, 113

PDE and, 117, 127, 130–131, 135, 138, 142, 145
precipitation of gratuitous accumulated harms

differentiated from, 154, 156
secular law and philosophy on, 103–104, 112
subjects of accountability, 119–144
causal contributions, determining, 121–126
economic terrain, outlining, 121
moral responsibility of, 126–144
nature of harm inflicted, determining, 120

WTO. See World Trade Organization, China’s
admission to

yen-carry trade, 150
Yunus, Muhammad, 108
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